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What does Cen Shaoqing mean by this? 

 

What does she mean that she doesn’t deserve it? 

 

“She wants to have good looks, a good figure, and a good figure. In what way is she inferior to ye Zao? ” 

 

No. 

 

She was not reconciled. 

 

“This plan could have gone smoothly, but now it was all ruined! ” 

 

“If Li Yueyue had not called the police, then she would already be having sex with Cen Shaoqing. ” 

 

Li Yueyue. 

 

Damn Li Yueyue. 

 

She would not let Li Yueyue off. 

 

“The assistant immediately took a step forward and said, “Officer, sir, fifth master does not know this 

street girl.” ” 

 



“Officer Wang nodded. “Okay, I understand. Don’t worry, we will handle this matter impartially and give 

you a satisfactory answer.” ” 

 

“Okay.”Cen Shaoqing’s tone was slightly heavy. “Handle it as you should.” 

 

The subtext of this sentence was that there was no need to give face to anyone. 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“”I’m not a streetwalker. It’s a misunderstanding! It’s a misunderstanding!”Li Shuyi almost cried. “Third 

uncle, third aunt, speak up for me!” ” 

 

“She could not be taken away by the police. She did not want to go to jail, nor did she want to go to the 

detention center. ” 

 

“I don’t have a shameless niece like you! You’re ruining the family’s reputation!”Li Sanzhu was so angry 

that his face was pale. 

 

“Although Fang Yinyue didn’t say anything, her eyes said everything. ” 

 

On the other side. 

 

The maid came to Li Erzhu’s side. 

 

“”Second sir, second madam.” ” 

 

Li Erzhu and Linda were watching the New Year’s Eve party on the prairie. 

 

“Seeing the maid come over, Linda narrowed her eyes without a trace. “Sun Wu, why are you here?” ” 

 



“Sun Wu couldn’t speak directly about this matter. He could only say, “Second sir, second madam, our 

Sir wants you to come over.” ” 

 

Li Erzhu was looking for them? 

 

Why was Li Erzhu looking for them? 

 

Could it be because of Li Shuyi? 

 

“According to the plan, Li Shuyi had already become a good thing with fifth master Cen. ” 

 

“Thinking of this, Linda’s lips curled up slightly. ” 

 

“Fifth Master Cen had slept with Li Shuyi. According to Chinese tradition, if his parents found out, he 

would be responsible for Li Shuyi! ” 

 

“At this moment, Li Sanzhu had called them over. It must be because of this matter. ” 

 

Linda put down her teacup. “Third brother is looking for us. Is It related to the eldest miss?” 

 

Eldest miss? 

 

“Sun Wu was stunned. In the Li family, the only person who was addressed as eldest miss was Li Yueyue. 

” 

 

“But ever since Li Shuyi returned, the person who was addressed as eldest miss was Liu Shuyi. ” 

 

“Sun Wu quickly reacted and continued, “Yes.” ” 

 

The smile on Linda’s face became even wider. “Miss is now in CEN Fifth Master’s Courtyard?” 



 

“Yes.”Sun Wu nodded. 

 

So it really was! 

 

Linda was very excited. She pulled Li Erzhu up from the sofa. “We’ll go now.” 

 

The two followed Sun Wu and walked towards Cen Shaoqing’s courtyard. 

 

“Soon, they arrived here. ” 

 

They could see a group of people standing outside the courtyard from afar. 

 

Linda stood on her tiptoes to take a look. The smile on her face could not be concealed. 

 

It would be best if this matter was made known to everyone. 

 

“The Cen family was a big family. This big family placed great importance on their reputation. Now that 

this matter had happened, even if Cen Shaoqing did not want to be responsible for Li Shuyi, he had to be 

responsible. ” 

 

Sun Wu looked at Linda and frowned. 

 

“It was already so late, yet Linda was still in the mood to smile! ” 

 

“When they came to the courtyard, the two policemen had already left with Li Shuyi. ” 

 

“Linda walked straight to Li Erzhu and Fang yinyue. “Third brother, third sister-in-law, why did you two 

call me here in such a hurry? Is There Something Wrong?” ” 

 



Li Sanzhu’s expression was very ugly. “You should ask that shameless daughter of yours!” 

 

Shameless! 

 

Li Sanzhu actually said that Li Shuyi was shameless. 

 

Who Was Li Sanzhu? What right did he have to criticize Li Shuyi. 

 

“Linda put on a fake smile, “His third uncle, what you said is wrong! What do you mean by Shameless? 

Do you know what shameless means? Can such a thing be accomplished by wishful thinking? Doesn’t 

fifth master CEN have any responsibility at all? I remember that Fifth Master Cen was a guest that you 

invited. Our Shuyi is a pure and innocent maiden! “Fifth Master Cen must be responsible for Shuyi. And 

you, his second uncle, Shuyi is your biological niece. As an uncle, shouldn’t you apologize to Shuyi!” ” 

 

Li Sanzhu was so angry that he almost laughed. 

 

What time was this! 

 

No one knew who gave Linda the courage. 

 

“No Wonder Shuyi would do such a shameless thing! It turns out that she has a mother like you!” 

 

“”San Zhu! Shut Up!”Li Erzhu stood up and said, “She is your sister-in-law! Quickly apologize to your 

sister-in-law!” ” 
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“”Second brother, do you know what Shuyi has done?”Li Sanzhu looked at Li Erzhu with extreme pain. ” 



 

“Li Erzhu vaguely felt that something was wrong and continued, “Where is Shuyi?” ” 

 

Li Sanzhu did not say anything. 

 

“Linda continued, “Where is Cen Wuye? I want Cen Wuye to give us an explanation. He must be 

responsible for Shuyi!” ” 

 

“Fang yinyue frowned. “Second sister-in-law, do you really not know what happened? Shuyi was taken 

away by the Police!” ” 

 

What! 

 

Li Shuyi was actually taken away by the police. 

 

“Hearing this, Linda stared at Fang yinyue with her eyes wide open, unable to react in time. ” 

 

“Fang yinyue continued, “Second sister-in-law, don’t embarrass yourself here. Quickly go to the police 

station to look for Shuyi! Shuyi is a girl after all. If her reputation is ruined, how will she be able to live in 

the future?” ” 

 

What exactly happened? 

 

It was clearly Cen Shaoqing who slept with Li Shuyi. How did it become that Li Shuyi was the one who 

embarrassed herself? 

 

Something was wrong. 

 

This was very wrong. 

 



“What exactly happened?”Linda asked. 

 

Fang yinyue frowned and told Linda what happened. 

 

“Hearing this, Li Erzhu and Linda frowned deeply. The color on their faces disappeared completely. ” 

 

How could this be? 

 

“Without delay, the couple hurried to the police station. Under the guidance of the police, the two of 

them went to hire a lawyer for Li Shuyi. However, when the slightly famous lawyer heard that the other 

party was Li Shuyi, his face turned pale with fear, no matter how much money Li Erzhu and Linda 

offered, they were not willing to accept this case. ” 

 

“In desperation, the couple could only entrust their relatives and friends in C country to find a lawyer for 

Li Shuyi in C country. ” 

 

“Li Shuyi was not married yet, and she was so outstanding. They must not leave behind any criminal 

records. ” 

 

On the other side. 

 

Cen Shaoqing came to Ye Zao’s room. 

 

“Ye Zao was sitting in front of the computer, his ten fingers rapidly jumping on the black keyboard, 

crackling. ” 

 

“In the room, other than the sound of the keyboard, there was no other sound. ” 

 

“When Cen Shaoqing came in, Ye Zao had just finished the work in his hands. He raised his eyebrows 

and said, “It’s so late, why are you here?” ” 

 



“I want to squeeze with you tonight.”Cen Shaoqing’s thin lips opened slightly. 

 

“”Why?”Ye Zhuo asked curiously, “Why can’t you stay in Your Room?” ” 

 

“It’s dirty.”Cen Shaoqing said concisely. 

 

“Ye Zhuo smiled. “If it’s dirty, find a guest room to sleep in. I only have one bed here.” ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing’s tone was low. “Because it’s because of you.” 

 

“Me?”Ye Zao asked doubtfully. 

 

“”Yes.”Cen Shaoqing nodded slightly. He leaned over to Ye Zao’s side and said in a low voice, “I’m 

keeping myself as a jade for you.” ” 

 

“His voice was originally low and somewhat hoarse. At this moment, his deliberately lowered voice 

made people unable to stop and unable to stop him. ” 

 

“Ye Zao was stunned for a moment. When he looked back, his red lips brushed past his thin lips. ” 

 

“Unlike before, he had always been cold and restrained, but now, his lips were boiling hot. ” 

 

Only then did ye Zao notice that his face was redder than usual. 

 

“What’s wrong? Are you not feeling well?”Ye Zao asked. 

 

Cen Shaoqing’s Adam’s apple rolled. “I was drugged.” 

 

“What?” 



 

Cen Shaoqing repeated it again. 

 

Only then did ye Zao hear it clearly. A faint light flashed in his eyes. “Who?” 

 

“”I forgot what it’s called.”CEN Shaoqing continued, “It should be a relative of your classmate.” ” 

 

Li Yueyue’s relative? 

 

Could It Be Li Shuyi. 

 

“At this moment, there was a knock on the door. ” 

 

“”Wait a moment, I’ll go open the door first.” ” 

 

“Okay.”Cen Shaoqing nodded slightly. 

 

Ye Zhuo walked over to open the door. 

 

“The moment he opened the door, he saw Li Yueyue. ” 

 

“Yueyue.” 

 

“Li Yueyue said, “Great Zao, is it convenient for you to Talk Now?” ” 

 

“”Yes, tell me.”Ye Zao nodded slightly and continued, “But hurry up, there are still people waiting in the 

house.” ” 

 



“”Okay.”Li Yueyue first expressed her apology and then told ye Zao what happened, “Zao Zao, don’t 

worry, I’m not here to plead for Li Shuyi. I just feel sorry for you guys…”anyway, she was quite 

embarrassed. ” 

 

“After all, ye Zhonghua and Cen Shaoqing lived in his house, and Li Shuyi was her cousin. ” 

 

“No matter what, this matter was definitely related to her. ” 

 

“Ye Zhonghua’s tone was clear and shallow. Although this matter had indeed made her quite angry, she 

did not blame Li Yueyue. ” 

 

“Fortunately, CEN Shaoqing did not fall for it. ” 

 

“Otherwise, she would have died of guilt. ” 

 

“”This matter has nothing to do with you, Yueyue. You Don’t have to blame yourself,”ye Zhonghua said. 

” 

 

“Li Yueyue held ye Zao’s hands and said, “I’m really sorry, Great Zao.” ” 

 

“After saying a few words to Li Yueyue, ye Zao returned to his room. ” 

 

“Cen Shaoqing drank two bottles of ice water in a row and felt a little better. When he looked back, he 

saw ye Zao walking over. ” 

 

Everything was back to square one. 

 

“As a doctor, ye Zao naturally knew that this feeling was not good. He took out the medical kit and took 

out a pill and handed it to Cen Shaoqing. “You’ll feel better after eating it.” ” 

 



“Cen Shaoqing took the pill, twirled the Buddhist beads, and said, “I’m doing this for you. Are you really 

not going to give yourself to me?” ” 

 

“”Sure, let’s see if you have the guts.” ” 

 

“As soon as he finished speaking, ye Zao began to Unbutton his shirt. ” 

 

“One Pill, two pills. ” 

 

“Seeing that ye Zao did not seem to be joking, Cen Shaoqing immediately turned around. “Stop fooling 

around, quickly put it on!” ” 

 

His voice was low and hoarse. 

 

“Ye Zhuo chuckled and said, “I thought you had a lot of guts.” ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing swallowed the pill and silently took this debt to heart. 

 

1 

 

There was still plenty of time in the future. 

 

“One day, he would demand it back with interest. ” 

 

“After a moment, Cen Shaoqing turned around and looked at Ye Zhuo. “Give me another pill.” ” 

 

“What?”Ye Zhuo asked. 

 

“”A pill,”Cen Shaoqing said. ” 



 

Ye Zao raised his eyebrows slightly. “Do you think it’s a sugar pill? A normal person can just take one.” 

 

Cen Shaoqing twirled the Buddhist beads and enunciated each word. “I’m more powerful.” 

 

More powerful? 

 

How was he more powerful? 

 

“When his gaze landed on a certain someone’s abdomen, ye Zao’s face inexplicably turned red. ” 

 

… 

 

Changyue country. 

 

Qiu Di sat in front of his office desk. 

 

“Ye Han took out a compressed space box. “Young miss, this is what you wanted.” ” 

 

“”Open it,”Qiu di said. ” 

 

Ye Han entered the password and successfully opened the compressed space box. 

 

Qiu Di took a look and memorized the password. 

 

“In a moment, ye Han took out a black battle suit from the black box. “This is the battle suit that ye Zao 

wore when he was alive.” ” 

 

“Ye Han! You Traitor!” 
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An angry voice suddenly appeared in the air. 

 

Ye Han. 

 

It’s Ye Han again. 

 

Ye Han frowned slightly. 

 

“He only remembered that his name was Wu Han, and that his life and name were given by the autumn 

flute. ” 

 

There was not a single thing about ye Han in his memory. 

 

Why did everyone call him ye Han? 

 

Why? 

 

Did he forget something? 

 

“Ye Han felt his temples swell and ache, and it was very uncomfortable. ” 

 

“Hearing this, Qiu Di stood up from the chair and looked around, but did not see anyone. ” 

 

Qiu Di narrowed his eyes. “Who? Who’s playing tricks there?” 



 

The air fell into silence. 

 

It was as if nothing had happened. 

 

“Who is it?”Qiu Di asked again. 

 

“Still, no one answered. ” 

 

Ye Han also felt that it was a little strange. He took out the emei thorn and prepared to defend against 

the enemy. 

 

“One second, two seconds, still no one answered in the air. ” 

 

“In a moment, ye Han turned on his portable radar and scanned the room, but did not find any 

suspicious people. ” 

 

“”Eldest miss, there is no one in the room.”Ye Han put away the radar and turned to look at autumn 

flute. ” 

 

“Autumn flute sat down again. Although she found it strange, she didn’t think too much about it and sat 

back on the chair. ” 

 

Ye Han handed ye Zao’s battle suit to autumn flute. 

 

“Although the design of the pure black battle suit was simple, it didn’t lose the demeanor of a general. 

One could vaguely see the glorious life of the owner of the battle suit, making people feel awe. ” 

 

“Autumn flute stretched out her hand to touch the battle suit. The corners of her mouth curled up 

slightly, and her eyes were full of pride. ” 

 



“In the past, she didn’t even have the right to send clothes to ye Zhuo. ” 

 

Today was different from the past. 

 

“In the future, she would be the new owner of this battle suit. ” 

 

“Unfortunately, Ye Zhuo was already dead. ” 

 

“Otherwise, she would have been rather looking forward to ye Zhuo seeing this scene. ” 

 

“This is Imperial Wind?”Autumn flute turned her head to look at Ye Han. 

 

Imperial wind was the name of the battle suit. 

 

“Ye Han nodded. “Yes, eldest miss.” ” 

 

A satisfied look appeared in autumn flute’s eyes. “You can go out for a while.” 

 

“Yes.”Ye Han nodded and turned to leave. 

 

“In an instant, autumn flute was the only one left in the room. ” 

 

“Autumn flute reached out to take off the battle suit. However, the moment her hand touched the 

button of the battle suit, a transparent shock wave suddenly appeared in the air and directly sent 

autumn flute flying. ” 

 

Bang! 

 

“Qiu Di fell heavily to the ground, blood seeping out from the corner of his mouth. ” 



 

What was going on? 

 

Qiu Di narrowed his eyes. 

 

“Before Qiu di could react, a small beige ball drilled out of the battle suit. In front of the ball was a pair 

of big round eyes with a pair of wings on the back. ” 

 

“The little guy looked very cute and was not a creature owned by Changyue. “Bad woman, Shameless! 

You want to replace Miss Ye’s position with just you? Dream On!” ” 

 

A dark light flashed in Qiu Di’s eyes. “Who are you?” 

 

“”You’re the Thing, your whole family is the Thing!”The little guy flapped his wings. “I’m the spirit of the 

armor!” ” 

 

Spirit of the armor? 

 

Qiu Di was stunned. 

 

She had only read about the spirit of the armor in history books and thought it was just a legend. She did 

not expect that such a thing really existed. 

 

“The spirit of clothes was a guardian of the battle armor. If she wanted to put on ye Zao’s battle armor, 

she had to gain the trust of the spirit of clothes. ” 

 

“Thinking of this, Qiu di narrowed her eyes without leaving a trace. When she raised her head to look at 

the spirit of clothes again, her expression had already changed. “You might have misunderstood 

something. Things aren’t what you think.” ” 

 

“Saying this, Qiu di paused and continued, “Miss Ye and I are actually very good friends. It’s just that 

Miss Ye’s reputation is really too great, so I didn’t publicize it before.” ” 



 

“Good friend?”Yi Ling snorted coldly. “Do you take me for a Fool? How can miss ye be good friends with 

someone like you! Not everyone is ye Han and was fooled by You!” 

 

“At the thought of Ye Han, Yi Ling was extremely angry. ” 

 

“Ye Zhuo treated ye Han so well and treated ye Han even more intimately than his own brother, but 

what about ye Han? ” 

 

What did ye Han Do? 

 

Ye Han had actually betrayed ye Zhuo. 

 

It felt that ye Zhuo was not worth it! 

 

“Qiu Di continued to look pitiful, her eyes slightly red, “Whether you believe me or not, this is how 

things are. “Miss Ye and I have known each other for more than ten years. At that time, Miss Ye was 

only a child. “Our Friendship was also established at that time. Miss ye is a very grateful person. Because 

I saved her once more than ten years ago, she entrusted all the heavy responsibilities on her shoulders 

to me.” ” 

 

“Just you? Save Miss Ye?”Yi Ling glanced at Qiu Di. “Are you qualified?” 

 

“Qiu Di looked at Yi Ling and continued, “I can swear to the heavens that everything I said is true. If you 

don’t believe me, you can take a look at this.” ” 
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“After saying that, Qiu di took out the information on the star-crossing case. ” 



 

“When she saw the information on the star-crossing case, Yi Ling’s fluttering little wings stopped. She 

said angrily, “You actually stole the information on the star-crossing case!” ” 

 

“”No, you misunderstood.”Qiu di continued, “This information was personally sent by the Great Elder.” ” 

 

The Great Elder sent it over? 

 

How was that possible! 

 

Ye Zhuo had helped the eight great clans to rebuild their foundations. The eight great elders would not 

betray ye Zhuo at all. 

 

How could they possibly hand over the information of the trans-star case to Qiu Di? 

 

“You’re lying!” 

 

“”I’m not lying to you.”Qiu di continued, “As Miss Ye’s clothes spirit, I think you should be clear about 

the strength of the eight great clans. If the great elder had not personally sent it over, do you think I 

would have been able to snatch something from the hands of the eight great clans?” ” 

 

This was a rhetorical question and also a statement. 

 

“Hearing this, the spirit was immediately stunned. Her tiny eyes were filled with disbelief. ” 

 

Yes. 

 

What Qiu di said was very right. 

 



“Unless the eight great clans gave it to her with clasped hands, otherwise, with Qiu Di’s ability, she 

would absolutely not be able to snatch something from the hands of the eight great clans. ” 

 

What exactly was going on? 

 

Why did the eight great clans betray ye Zao? 

 

Yi Ling only wanted to understand everything immediately. 

 

“Qiu Di saw the change in Yi Ling’s expression, then he said, “Actually, sometimes i myself find it quite 

unbelievable. How did someone like me, who doesn’t know anything, get chosen by Miss Ye? So, it’s 

normal for you to have doubts about me. I Don’t blame you.” ” 

 

This was taking a step back in order to advance. 

 

Yi Ling had been by Ye Zao’s side for a long time and had long connected with Ye Zao’s mind. She could 

naturally see through Qiu di’s thoughts. 

 

“”Bad Woman! You’re a bad woman! No matter how much you say, you’re still a bad woman!”Yi Ling 

glared angrily at Qiu Di, she flapped her wings and launched an attack. “You’ve coveted Miss Ye’s 

position for so long. Perhaps you’re the one who caused Miss Ye’s death. I’m going to kill you and 

avenge Miss Ye!” ” 

 

Qiu Di quickly dodged. 

 

“The transparent shockwave hit the wall behind him, directly piercing through the wall one hole after 

another. ” 

 

“”Calm down.”Qiu Di narrowed his eyes. “I’m also very sad and sad about Miss Ye’s death, but things 

have already happened. We living people can’t keep standing still!” ” 

 



“”Bad woman, Shut Up!”The spirit coat was a very loyal creature. It only acknowledged one master in its 

life. ” 

 

“Moreover, it was nourished by ye Zhuo’s blood. ” 

 

It was born for Ye Zhuo. 

 

“Even if it died, it would die for ye Zhuo. ” 

 

“Although Qiu Di’s disguise was very good, it absolutely did not believe it. ” 

 

“Seeing that the clothes spirit’s moves were becoming more and more ruthless, Qiu Di was somewhat 

unable to withstand it and pressed the switch on his wrist. ” 

 

Di — 

 

“The next second, the office door was pushed open from the outside. Ye Han rushed in from the outside 

and blocked in front of Qiu Di. ” 

 

“Seeing ye Han, Yi Ling became even angrier, she said angrily, “Ye Han, you’re a traitor! Are you letting 

miss ye down by doing this? Miss ye treated you so well, yet you repaid kindness with enmity! As long as 

you have a little bit of conscience, you can’t do such a thing!” ” 

 

There was only one thought in ye Han’s mind right now. 

 

“Protect Qiu di well, and don’t let Qiu di get hurt in the slightest. ” 

 

“Ye Han threw out the emei thorn, directly hitting Yi Ling who was flying in the air. ” 

 

Bang! 



 

“Fresh blood splattered everywhere, directly dyeing the snow-white wall red. ” 

 

“Yi Ling looked at Ye Han like this, the expression in her eyes turning from pain to disappointment, and 

then to disbelief. ” 

 

Was the person in front of her really ye Han? 

 

A warm scene appeared in front of Yi Ling’s eyes. 

 

“”Little Ling Ling, you can’t eat anymore. Look at how fat you’ve become!” ” 

 

“”You’re the pig, your whole family is pigs!” ” 

 

“”Ling Ling, do you want to eat Margot?” ” 

 

“Are you crazy? That’s burning’s favorite dessert.” 

 

“Ye Han lowered his voice and said, “It’s okay, I only took a little.” ” 

 

“…” 

 

“In his memory, Ye Han treated it very well. Although he despised it every day, he would bring it 

delicious food every time he went out, and even stole ye Zao’s favorite dessert for it. ” 

 

“In her memory, Ye Han was even more respectful to ye Zao than his own sister… ” 

 

What happened? 

 



What happened to Ye Han? 

 

“Yi Ling was hit by the Emei Spike on the wall and slowly slid down. She looked at Ye Han like this, her 

eyes very red as she spoke in a hoarse voice, “I was just taking a nap. Why has everyone changed after I 

woke up? Miss ye is no longer around, the great elder has betrayed us, and even you have changed… 

why…” ” 

 

“At the end of her sentence, Yi Ling directly burst into tears. She sobbed incessantly, feeling extremely 

aggrieved. ” 
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It wished that this was only a dream. 

 

“After waking up from the dream, Ye Zhuo was still there, and Ye Han was still the ye Han of the past. ” 

 

“”Ye Han, do you really not remember the past?”Yi ling cried and said, “Could it be that you’ve 

Forgotten Miss Ye? You said that you have to repay Miss Ye, that you have to treat miss ye well for the 

rest of your life…” ” 

 

“Looking at Yi Ling, Ye Han felt that his head was hurting more and more. ” 

 

It was very uncomfortable. 

 

That feeling was as if something was about to rush out of his mind. 

 

“Seeing ye Han like this, Qiu di frowned slightly. Yi Ling knew everything that happened between Ye Han 

and Ye Zhuo. ” 

 



No. 

 

She couldn’t let it continue speaking. 

 

“Shut it up!”Qiu Di immediately followed up. 

 

“Yes.”Ye Han slightly changed and threw out a piece of paper. 

 

Pa.. 

 

“In the next second, the paper was directly pasted on Yi Ling’s mouth, making it unable to say a single 

word. ” 

 

“Yi Ling struggled furiously, but it was not ye Han’s match at all. ” 

 

“It could be said that other than ye Zhuo, no one could think of defeating ye Han! ” 

 

“After all, Ye Han was groomed by Ye Zhuo. ” 

 

“Qiu Di walked in front of Yi Ling, bent down and pinched its wings, lifting it up. “Yi Ling, things are really 

not what you think, I…” ” 

 

“Saying this, Qiu di sighed and continued, “Forget it, Wu Han.” ” 

 

“Eldest miss.”Ye Han took a step forward. 

 

“Qiu di said, “Take it down and lock it up.” ” 

 

“Yes.”Ye Han took Yi Ling from Qiu Di’s hands. 



 

“Ten minutes later, the clothes spirit was locked in a transparent glass bottle. ” 

 

The clothes spirit’s biggest weakness was its fear of the dense and narrow space. What Ye Han did was 

simply more cruel than directly killing it. 

 

“The clothes spirit stood helplessly in the sealed bottle, slapping the sound of the bottle. “Let me out, 

quickly let me out! Ye Han, you big traitor, you’ve been deceived, do you know that? !” ” 

 

“Unfortunately, the bottle had been processed. Other than the clothes spirit’s voice, no one else could 

hear it. ” 

 

“Very soon, Ye Han returned to Autumn Flute’s office again. ” 

 

Autumn flute raised his eyes slightly. “Locked up?” 

 

“”Yes,”ye Han answered. ” 

 

“Autumn flute continued, “Don’t you want to know why the clothes spirit said that?” ” 

 

“No.”Ye Han shook his head. 

 

Everything that had nothing to do with Qiu Di was a trivial matter that was not worth mentioning. 

 

“Therefore, he did not care about the spirit coat’s words and actions. ” 

 

Qiu Di nodded in satisfaction. “Go out.” 

 

“Yes.”Ye Han walked out. 

 



Qiu Di went back to the battle suit hanging on the clothes rack. 

 

“Without the spirit coat, the entire battle suit lost its luster. ” 

 

Qiu Di narrowed his eyes and sent a message to ye Lan. 

 

Ye Lan was one of ye Zao’s subordinates. 

 

“Soon, Ye Lan arrived. ” 

 

“Miss Qiu Di.” 

 

“Not only was ye Lan Ye Zao’s subordinate, but if one looked closely, one could also see a trace of ye Zao 

in Ye Lan’s facial features. ” 

 

“But if one looked closely, one could not see anything. ” 

 

“Seeing ye Lan, Qiu di nodded and told ye Lan about the spirit coat. ” 

 

“Hearing this, ye LAN continued, “Then I’ll go and try.” ” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

Ye Lan came to the place where Yi Ling was imprisoned. 

 

“Little Ling Ling.” 

 

“Hearing a familiar voice, Yi Ling immediately opened her eyes. The moment she opened her eyes, she 

saw ye Lan. In a trance, Yi Ling thought she saw ye Zhuo and said excitedly, “Great burning!” ” 



 

God knows how excited Yi Ling was right now. All the grievances disappeared completely at this 

moment. 

 

That was great! 

 

Ye Zao had finally returned. 

 

“Yi Ling looked at Ye Lan with tears in her eyes. She held onto the bottle and said, “Great Zao Zao, I 

knew you would be fine. SOB SOB SOB… it’s great that you’re back…”if this was a dream, please let it 

never wake up. ” 

 

“”Great Zao Zao, these few days when you weren’t around, they all bullied me…”Yi Ling wanted to say 

all the grievances she had suffered in one go. ” 

 

“Unfortunately, its language ability was limited, so it was unable to say all the grievances in one go. ” 

 

“”It’s me, Little Ling Ling,”ye LAN continued, “Are You Alright?” ” 

 

This voice… 

 

Seemed to be a little off. 

 

Yi Ling paused and raised its head to look at Ye Lan. Only then did it realize that it had recognized the 

wrong person. 

 

So it was ye Lan. 

 

Yi Ling was instantly extremely disappointed. 

 



“However, in the next second, it revived again. After all, Ye Lan was also ye burning’s subordinate. ” 

 

“”Ye Lan, why are you here? Did you know? Ye Han has already betrayed us!” ” 

 

“Ye Lan said, “Ye Han hasn’t betrayed us.” ” 

 

“What?”Yi Ling stared at her with wide eyes. 

 

“”Listen to me slowly,”ye Lan said unhurriedly, “Actually, when Miss Ye entered the laboratory, she 

already predicted the danger, so she handed over all her matters to Miss Qiu Di, including Ye Han.” ” 
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Miss Qiu Di? 

 

“Yi Ling looked at Ye Lan. “You’ve also betrayed us, haven’t you? Why are you doing this to Miss Ye!” ” 

 

Why! 

 

“”No one has betrayed us. It’s just that people can’t always live in the past.”Ye Lan looked at Yi Ling and 

said, “Little Ling Ling, Miss Ye’s era is already over.” ” 

 

History will change. 

 

Heroes will end. 

 

The era can never belong to one person alone! 



 

The current era is called the autumn flute. 

 

“”Traitors, all of you are traitors!”Yi Ling said with incomparable heartache, “Miss Ye has treated you all 

so well. Do you all still have a conscience!” ” 

 

“Ye Lan said, “Little Ling Ling, Miss Ye’s death made me sadder than you. But can being sad solve the 

problem? “Miss Ye’s greatest wish in life was to lead our Chang Yue country to a more glorious future. 

Now that Miss Ye is gone, we should help miss ye fulfill this wish! “Instead of standing here and 

doubting this and that!” ” 

 

“Chang Yue country was outside the Milky Way, and its space civilization had reached level 6. ” 

 

“Even though technology was advanced, the universe outside the Milky Way was huge, and there were 

many planets that were more powerful than Chang Yue country. ” 

 

“If one was not careful, changyue would be swallowed by other planets. ” 

 

“Yi Ling covered her ears and did not listen to Ye Lan’s explanation. She shouted, “Traitors, you are all 

traitors!” ” 

 

“Yi Ling! Miss Qiu di is really a good person. Please believe in Miss Qiu Di and also Miss Ye’s Choice.” 

 

Yi Ling blocked ye LAN’s words. 

 

Ye Lan shook her head helplessly and went back to report the situation to Qiu Di. 

 

“Hearing this, autumn flute frowned slightly. ” 

 

It seemed that the spirit coat was harder to deal with than she had imagined. 

 



What should she do now? 

 

Should she give up on the spirit coat? 

 

No. 

 

She couldn’t. 

 

“Ye Zao’s armor, the spirit coat, was a witness of an era. Wearing it meant that ye Zao approved of her. ” 

 

“Moreover, the spirit coat was made of top-grade materials. Some of the materials were already extinct. 

In the entire world, it was impossible to develop an identical armor. ” 

 

It looked like they had to take it slow. 

 

Wasn’t it just a spirit of clothing? 

 

“She could even rope in the eight great clans, so how could she not rope in a tiny spirit of clothing? ” 

 

Qiu Di narrowed her eyes. 

 

… 

 

On the other side. 

 

On the grassland. 

 

“After Cen Shaoqing ate the two pills that ye Zao gave him, the heat in his body decreased significantly. ” 

 



It was calm. 

 

“Ye Zao turned off the computer and turned to Cen Shaoqing. He raised his eyebrows and said, “Do you 

want another one?” ” 

 

“”No need.”CEN Shaoqing continued, “I’m going to take a shower first.” ” 

 

“Okay.”Ye Zhuo nodded slightly. 

 

“Fifteen minutes later, Cen Shaoqing came out of the bathroom. ” 

 

“Are you done showering?”Ye Zhuo asked. 

 

“Yes.”Cen Shaoqing nodded slightly. 

 

Ye Zhuo hugged the blanket. “You sleep on the bed tonight. I’ll sleep on the sofa.” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

“Okay?”Ye Zhuo was a little speechless. “Why don’t you follow the usual pattern?” 

 

“What rules?”Cen Shaoqing’s thin lips parted. 

 

“Ye Zao continued, “According to the rules of romance novels, at this time, you should be fighting to 

sleep on the sofa. How can you let a weak woman sleep on the sofa?” ” 

 

“Cen Shaoqing’s tone was low and slightly hoarse. “According to the rules of romance novels, you 

should give yourself to me tonight.” ” 

 



“Give Yourself to me?”Ye Zao raised his eyebrows slightly and met Cen Shaoqing’s bottomless phoenix-

like eyes. “Are you sure?” 

 

“Cen Shaoqing did not dare to look at Ye Zhuo’s eyes anymore. After the heat had finally subsided, he 

suddenly came back up. “I’m going to sleep first.” ” 

 

“After saying that, he walked quickly to the sofa. ” 

 

“Ye Zhuo smiled. “Mr. Cen, you seem to have gone to the wrong place.” ” 

 

“”According to the plot of a romance novel, I didn’t go to the wrong place,”Cen Shaoqing said. ” 

 

“I’m just joking with you.”Ye Zao walked forward and placed the blanket on the sofa. “Go and sleep on 

the bed. I’ll sleep on the sofa.” 

 

“”My skin is rough and my flesh is thick. Sleeping on the sofa is just right. You Go and sleep on the 

bed.”Cen Shaoqing said concisely. As he spoke, he placed the Buddha beads on the sofa, took off his 

shoes and clothes, and lay on the sofa. He pulled the blanket over him. ” 

 

“Ye Zao continued, “That bed is quite big. Why don’t we both sleep on the bed? Don’t worry, I Won’t 

touch you.” ” 

 

“The bed was two meters long, one meter for each person. There was definitely enough space. ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing narrowed his eyes slightly. “Go and sleep.” 

 

“You really don’t sleep on the bed?”Ye Zao continued to ask. 

 

“”Good night, leader.” ” 

 

“Seeing him like this, ye Zao didn’t say anything more. “Good night.” ” 



 

“After turning off the crystal lamp, the room fell into silence. ” 

 

“With him around, ye Zao quickly fell asleep. ” 

 

“Little did he know that in the darkness, Cen Shaoqing slowly opened his eyes. ” 
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His exquisite phoenix eyes were bottomless and glistening. 

 

“After a moment, he turned around and looked at the girl lying on the bed. The corners of his mouth 

curled up slightly. ” 

 

“In this quiet night, some people were happy while others were sad. ” 

 

“Because there was no lawyer in the country who dared to accept Li Shuyi’s case, Li Erzhu and Linda had 

to ask someone to hire a lawyer abroad. ” 

 

“Unexpectedly, no one in C country dared to accept it. ” 

 

“After hearing the news, Li Erzhu was completely dumbfounded. ” 

 

“If there was no lawyer to defend Li Shuyi, Li Shuyi would face 10 months in prison. ” 

 

Although 10 months was not much. 

 



“But Li Shuyi was, after all, Li Erzhu’s only daughter. ” 

 

“In the future, Li Shuyi would marry into a high-class family. ” 

 

“Once a stain was left, it could not be erased. ” 

 

No family was willing to let a woman who had been in prison enter their home. 

 

“Therefore, Li Shuyi absolutely could not go to prison. ” 

 

“Left with no choice, Li Erzhu could only beg Li Sanzhu and Fang yinyue. ” 

 

“After all, Cen Wuye was Li Erzhu’s guest. As long as Cen Wuye said something, Li Shuyi would be fine. ” 

 

Li Erzhu went to look for Li Sanzhu. 

 

“Li Sanzhu shook his head. “Second brother, I’m sorry. I really can’t help you with this!” ” 

 

“Shuyi is your only niece!”Li Erzhu looked at Li Sanzhu. “Do you want to watch her go to jail?” 

 

Was there not even the slightest bit of kinship in Li Sanzhu’s eyes? 

 

“Li Sanzhu frowned slightly. “Second brother, Shuyi offended fifth master Cen! Who Do you think I am? 

Can I speak to Fifth Master Cen?” ” 

 

“”But fifth master Cen is your family’s guest after all!”! “Third brother, second brother has never begged 

you for anything. This is the first time. I’m begging you to help Shuyi. Shuyi is still young. It’s normal for a 

child to make some mistakes. I promise you, she won’t dare to do this again in the future!” ” 

 



Li Erzhu was very regretful now. He regretted that he had agreed to Linda’s plan in a moment of hot-

headedness. 

 

“Li Sanzhu continued, “Second brother, I’ve said it. It’s useless for you to beg me about this matter. The 

person Shuyi has offended is fifth master Cen! If I could speak in front of Fifth Master Cen, I wouldn’t be 

in this state now!” ” 

 

“Third brother! Are you going to let her die?”Li Erzhu looked at Li Sanzhu with incomparable pain. 

 

Li Sanzhu didn’t speak anymore. 

 

He had already said what he needed to say. 

 

“”Erzhu, let’s Go! Don’t beg him!”Linda walked over and grabbed Li Erzhu’s wrist. “Just treat it as if our 

Shuyi doesn’t have such a third uncle!” ” 

 

Li Erzhu was pulled away by Linda. 

 

Only when he was pulled out of the door by Linda did Li Erzhu shake off Linda’s hand. “Why are you 

pulling me! Are you going to watch our daughter go to jail?” 

 

“Linda narrowed her eyes. “I can see that Li Sanzhu doesn’t treat you like a brother at all! Even if you 

kowtow to him, he won’t agree to it!” ” 

 

“Then what should we do?”Li Erzhu asked. 

 

“Linda continued, “There’s only one person who can help us now.” ” 

 

“Who?”Li Erzhu asked. 

 

“Linda replied, “Mom.” ” 



 

“Hearing this, Li Erzhu’s eyes lit up and he slapped his forehead. “Why didn’t I think of that just now? !” 

” 

 

Li Sanzhu could not listen to anyone but Old Mrs. Li. 

 

Li Erzhu immediately contacted Old Mrs. Li. 

 

“After hearing this news, Old Mrs. Li bought a plane ticket early the next morning and rushed back from 

abroad. ” 

 

Li Erzhu and Linda went to the airport to pick up the old lady. 

 

“Old Mrs. Li, who was seventy or eighty years old this year, looked very energetic. Her silver hair was 

completely dyed black. Looking at her like this, she was much younger than her actual age. ” 

 

“”Mom!”Seeing Old Mrs. Li, Linda added fuel to the fire and recounted the entire process. ” 

 

“Hearing this, Old Mrs. Li was very angry, “Third brother and third sister-in-law are really too much! 

They simply don’t Take Me, this old lady, Seriously! Don’t worry, the two of you. Since I rushed back 

from C country, I will definitely make the decision for you!” ” 

 

“”Thank you, Mom.” ” 

 

Old Madam Li then went to Li Sanzhu’s residence. 

 

“Seeing his mother, Li Sanzhu was very surprised. “Mom, Why Are You Back?” ” 

 

“”Why can’t I Come Back? I am your mother, and this family also has my share!”Old Madam Li looked at 

Li Sanzhu and continued, “I see that you have already forgotten about me, this mother!” ” 

 



“”I don’t dare, I don’t dare. Mother, how could I Forget About You!”Li Sanzhu continued, “Please come 

in with me quickly.” ” 

 

“After saying this, Li Sanzhu looked at the servant beside him. “Quickly go and inform Madam and miss.” 

” 

 

“Hearing the servant say that Old Lady Li had come back, Fang yinyue’s scalp went numb, and she 

subconsciously felt that something bad was going to happen. ” 

 

“Old Lady Li had always been unreasonable, and she had come back at such a critical time. It was easy to 

guess her intentions. ” 

 

Fang yinyue came to the front hall and smiled. “Mom.” 
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“When Old Lady Li saw Fang yinyue, the smile on her face immediately disappeared. ” 

 

“When you marry a good wife, marry a shrew, and your home will be restless. ” 

 

Li Sanzhu was a good example. 

 

“Ever since he married Fang yinyue, the Li family had been in chaos! ” 

 

“This time, Fang yinyue directly instigated Li Sanzhu to send his niece, Liu Shuyi, to the police station. ” 

 

This was what her biological uncle and aunt did! 

 



“Old Lady Li said with a cold face, “It’s really hard for your eldest Miss Fang to still remember me as her 

mother.” ” 

 

“Fang yinyue’s expression froze for a moment, but she remembered that the other party was, after all, 

an elder, so she had to give Li Sanzhu some face. ” 

 

“”Mom, aren’t you killing me by saying this?”Fang yinyue smiled and said, “Mom, What Time Is Your 

Flight? You must have not eaten yet, right? Butler, quickly get the kitchen to cook some noodles.” ” 

 

“”Do you need to trouble the kitchen to cook a bowl of Noodles?”Old Lady Li Glanced at Fang yinyue, 

her eyes full of sarcasm. “This person who became a wife is indeed different!” ” 

 

“At the end of her sentence, old lady li sighed and continued, “This person is old, so he should be 

dragged to the crematorium. Otherwise, he will be a nuisance in the world!” ” 

 

Today was the first day of the Prairie New Year. 

 

“Upon hearing such words, no one, let alone Fang yinyue, would be too happy. ” 

 

“However, Fang yinyue still held it in and said with a smile, “Then I will personally cook noodles for you. 

Mom, Please Wait a moment.” ” 

 

“Old Lady Li snorted coldly, her eyes filled with dissatisfaction. ” 

 

“Her son was so handsome, nearly 1.83 meters tall. He had a good figure, good looks, good character, 

and money. He was the richest man in the prairie. ” 

 

Fang yinyue was 1.56 meters short. She didn’t say anything she wanted and had a vicious heart. Her 

family background was so-so. How could she be worthy of Li Sanzhu! 

 

She didn’t know what Li Sanzhu was thinking back then. 

 



He actually took a fancy to such a person! 

 

“At this moment, Li Sanzhu brought Li Yueyue down from upstairs. “Mom.” ” 

 

“Grandma.”Li Yueyue’s tone was sweet. 

 

“When she saw her son, old madam Li’s expression turned a little better. “Sanzhu.” ” 

 

As for her granddaughter… 

 

“Li Yueyue looked very much like Fang yinyue. Her skin was very white, and her eyes were big. When she 

smiled, she even had a pair of dimples. ” 

 

This was the appearance that old madam Li hated the most. 

 

“In addition, Li Yueyue did not grow up in front of her, so the affection between them was not very 

strong. ” 

 

“Old Lady Li’s favorite granddaughter was Li Shuyi. Otherwise, she would not have rushed back from C 

country for Li Shuyi. ” 

 

“Li Sanzhu continued, “Where’s silvermoon?” ” 

 

“”Who knows where she went!”Old Lady Li replied sarcastically, “Anyway, it’s not the past anymore. My 

Mother-in-law is just a decoration.”If it was in the past, the daughter-in-law would have to treat her 

mother-in-law well in the morning and evening, fang yinyue didn’t dare to treat her like this. ” 

 

The housekeeper couldn’t take it anymore. Wasn’t old lady lying through her teeth? 

 

“”Sir, Madam went to the kitchen to cook noodles for old lady.” ” 



 

Li Sanzhu nodded. 

 

“Old Lady Li snorted, “Who knows if she wants to poison me to death!” ” 

 

“Hearing this, Li Yueyue couldn’t hold it in any longer. She was about to say something, but Li Sanzhu 

grabbed her wrist. “Mom, what are you talking about! yinyue isn’t that kind of person!” ” 

 

It wasn’t easy for Old Lady Li to return to the country. Li Sanzhu didn’t want her to quarrel with him the 

moment she returned. 

 

The old lady was almost 80 years old this year! 

 

It was said that a child wanted to be taken care of but couldn’t be taken care of. He also didn’t want to 

do something that he would regret. 

 

“”People’s hearts are different. Who knows what kind of person she is!”Old Lady Li continued, “Just like 

you! How could a biological uncle send his niece to prison!” ” 

 

“Hearing this, Li Sanzhu couldn’t help but look up at Old Mrs. Li, “Mom, What You Said is wrong! What 

do you mean I sent Shuyi to prison? If she didn’t do anything wrong, would I be able to force her? Mom, 

I know that you have always been biased toward Shuyi, but you can’t be so biased! Think about it. 

Yueyue has grown up. has she ever eaten a candy that you gave her? “There’s also silvermoon. 

Silvermoon has always treated you with great respect, but how have you treated her! “Not to mention 

treating her like a daughter, you’re even treating her worse than an outsider!” ” 

 

“Li Sanzhu was very angry, very angry. ” 

 

“When he thought of his mother’s actions over the years, his eyes turned slightly red. ” 

 

“Because Old Lady Li had always lived abroad, the husband and wife would visit her twice a year. Each 

time, they would leave 150,000 yuan for her to retire, which was 300,000 yuan a year. ” 
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“But this 300,000 was only used on Old Lady Li for about 100,000. The other 200,000, Old Lady Li left it 

all to Li Erzhu! ” 

 

“Once, when he gave the card to Old Lady Li, Old Lady Li raised her head and gave the card to Li Erzhu. ” 

 

“At that time, Li Sanzhu couldn’t help it. ” 

 

But he still held it in! 

 

“After all, his mother had been by Li Erzhu’s side all these years. ” 

 

“Old Lady Li looked at Li Sanzhu in disbelief, her turbid eyes wide open. ” 

 

Was this still her obedient son? 

 

When did Li Sanzhu become like this! ! 

 

“Old Lady Li’s footsteps were unsteady, and she took a few steps back, “Li Sanzhu! Do you even have a 

conscience when you say these words! ! When you were young, you were weak and sickly. When you 

were eight years old, you had a high fever and did not wake up for three days and three nights. If I had 

not knelt in front of the bodhisattva for an entire day, you would have died long ago!” ” 

 

“Old Madam Li was a very superstitious person. Every time she had a headache or a fever, she would go 

to pray to the gods and Buddha. Li Sanzhu had a high fever when he was three years old. If old master Li 

had not sent Li Sanzhu to the hospital in time, Li Sanzhu would have indeed died long ago, but Old Mrs. 

Li had always felt that it was all thanks to her! ” 



 

“Li Sanzhu sighed. “Mom, today is the first day of the New Year. I don’t want to argue with you. Please 

have a seat. I’ll go make tea for you.” ” 

 

“”Dad, I’ll go.”Li Yueyue continued, “You accompany Grandma.” ” 

 

“Okay.”Li Sanzhu nodded. 

 

“Looking at Li Yueyue’s back, old Mrs. Li snorted coldly. “This hypocritical behavior is exactly the same as 

her mother!” ” 

 

“Mother!”Li Sanzhu frowned. 

 

“Li Yue was his precious daughter, but old madam Li treated Li Yue like a weed. ” 

 

“Seeing the veins on Li Sanzhu’s face, old madam Li gave up and didn’t continue. ” 

 

She still had more important things to do. 

 

“After a while, Li Yue came over with tea. “Grandma, be careful, it’s hot.” ” 

 

Old Madam Li nodded. 

 

“At this moment, Fang yinyue came over with a bowl of cooked noodles. “Mom, the noodles are ready. 

Eat It while it’s hot.” ” 

 

“Put it there.” 

 

Fang yinyue put the noodles aside. 

 



“Old madam Li continued, “Since both of you are here, I have something to ask you.” ” 

 

“”Please speak,”said Li Sanzhu. ” 

 

“Old madam Li said, “When do you plan to go to the police station to close the case?” ” 

 

Close the case? 

 

“Li Sanzhu was very speechless. “Mom, what makes you think that I have the right to go to the police 

station to close the case?” ” 

 

“”If you don’t have the right, who does?”Old Madam Li asked. “Wasn’t it you who sent Shuyi in?” ” 

 

“Fang yinyue didn’t say anything. Her relationship with old madam Li was like walking on thin ice. If she 

spoke now, it would be no different from adding fuel to the fire. ” 

 

Such a scene should be left to Li Sanzhu. 

 

“Li Sanzhu said, “Shuyi was sent in by CEN fifth master because she was indecent! If you want to close 

the case, go directly to CEN fifth master. It’s useless to look for me!” ” 

 

Indecent! 

 

Who was Li Sanzhu calling indecent! 

 

Old Lady Li was provoked by these words. She slammed the table angrily and stood up. “Li Sanzhu! Who 

are you talking about! Who is indecent! Who is indecent! Tell me clearly!” 

 

Li Shuyi was still an unmarried lady. How could she be framed by Li Sanzhu like this! 

 



“If this were to spread, how would Li Shuyi continue to be a person in the future! ” 

 

“”Mom, since Shuyi dared to do such a thing, she shouldn’t be afraid of being said.”Li Sanzhu continued, 

“It’s easy for you to shut my mouth, but can you shut everyone’s mouth?” ” 

 

“Hearing this, Old Madam Li was stunned. After a moment, she continued: ” 

 

“”You’re Shu Yi’s uncle. You Can’t say that!”Old Madam Li was very angry. “I don’t care. You have to bail 

Shu Yi out! Otherwise, I’m not done with you!” ” 

 

“How could there be such an uncle in the world? It was fine if he didn’t want to help when his niece was 

in trouble, but now he was here gloating! ” 

 

“”I really can’t help you with this matter. It’s Shu Yi’s fault for provoking the wrong person,”said Li 

Sanzhu. ” 

 

“Old Mrs. Li narrowed her eyes. “I heard that Fifth Master Cen is your guest. Since he’s your guest, I 

should give you some face…” Old Mrs. Li paused and changed her tone, she continued, “Shuyi is your 

biological niece after all. No matter what, as an uncle, you can’t just watch her go to jail! If she really 

goes to jail, her life will be ruined!” ” 

 

“Li Sanzhu looked at Old Madam Li, “Mom, don’t you understand the situation? It’s not that I don’t want 

to help! It’s that the other party is fifth master Cen. I’m just a cattle breeder. Do you think I can speak in 

front of Fifth Master Cen?” ” 
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“Hearing this, Old Madam Li was stunned. ” 

 

Because what Li Sanzhu said was indeed very reasonable. 



 

“He was just a cattle breeder, but fifth master Cen was standing at the top of the pyramid. After a 

moment, old madam Li turned her head to look at Li Yueyue and continued, “I heard that Fifth Master 

Cen’s girlfriend is your classmate?” ” 

 

“Yes.”Li Yueyue nodded. 

 

“Old madam Li said, “Then you tell her. Between classmates, she has to give you face. If she doesn’t give 

you face, don’t contact her in the future!” ” 

 

Li Yueyue was speechless! 

 

How could she meet such a grandma. 

 

“She had always thought that such a top-notch grandma only existed in novels. She didn’t expect to see 

it in real life today. Most importantly, it was her biological grandma! ” 

 

“”Grandma, I can’t do it,”Li Yueyue continued, “Cousin is an adult. Since she is an adult, she should pay 

the price for what she has done.” ” 

 

Old Mrs. Li was almost angered to death! 

 

“How could she have such a son, daughter-in-law, and granddaughter! ” 

 

God was blind. Such an unfilial descendant should have been struck to death by lightning long ago. 

 

“Shuyi is your biological cousin!”Old Lady Li looked at Li Yueyue. 

 

“Li Sanzhu continued, “Mom, don’t make things difficult for Yueyue. This isn’t a problem that can be 

solved by her intercession.” ” 

 



“”Then what can solve the problem?”Old Lady Li asked in return, “Like you guys, can you solve the 

problem just because it doesn’t concern you? The most important thing in life is to have a conscience! 

Shuyi is your biological niece! Biological niece! Can you bear to see her like this?” ” 

 

Old Mrs. Li originally thought that Li Sanzhu would definitely listen to her when she came back 

personally. She did not expect that Li Sanzhu had changed! 

 

He was no longer the obedient and sensible good son he used to be! 

 

No wonder people said that one would forget their mother after marrying a wife. 

 

Li Sanzhu was a good example. 

 

“Li Sanzhu looked at Old Lady Li and continued, “You need to figure out who shuyi offended! That’s fifth 

CEN! Do you think this kind of thing can be solved with just a few words in front of Fifth Cen?” ” 

 

“”I can see that your family is all cold-blooded animals! Fine, you’re not going to save them now, right? 

Then don’t call me your mother in the future, I’m your grandmother, I’m your mother-in-law!” ” 

 

“After saying this, old madam Li turned around and left. ” 

 

“At the same time, she silently counted three times in her heart. ” 

 

“After three times, Li Sanzhu would definitely call her. ” 

 

“She was Li Sanzhu’s biological mother, the head of the Li Family! ” 

 

Could it be that Li Sanzhu wouldn’t recognize her? 

 

Impossible! 



 

“Three, two, one! ” 

 

“After counting three times, there was no voice behind her urging her to stay. ” 

 

What was going on? 

 

Why didn’t Li Sanzhu stop her! 

 

“Old Lady Li was a little flustered, but she didn’t show it on her face. ” 

 

“Until Old Lady Li’s figure completely disappeared outside the door, Li Sanzhu still didn’t say anything. ” 

 

Fang yinyue nudged Li Sanzhu with her elbow. “Your mother left.” 

 

“”I saw it,”Li Sanzhu said. ” 

 

“Aren’t you going to pull her back?”Fang yinyue asked. 

 

“”There’s no need for that.”Li Sanzhu looked in the direction where Old Lady Li had disappeared. 

“Anyway, she doesn’t treat us as family.” ” 

 

Li Sanzhu could see that his mother was extremely biased when things had developed to this point. 

 

Old Lady Li could still help Li Shuyi even after she had done such a thing. 

 

“If it was Li Yueyue today, Old Lady Li probably wouldn’t even take a glance at her! ” 

 



“Fang yinyue smiled and said, “You said it yourself. It has nothing to do with me. Don’t tell others that I 

instigated you.” ” 

 

“Li Sanzhu was a little speechless and said, “When have I ever said that!” ” 

 

“”You didn’t say it, but someone did! In these years, aren’t there many people who spout 

nonsense?”Fang yinyue asked. ” 

 

“Li Sanzhu sighed and put his arm around Fang yinyue’s shoulder. “Yinyue, you’ve been wronged all 

these years you’ve been married to me.” ” 

 

Fang yinyue sighed. “As long as you know what’s going on.” 

 

“Li Sanzhu tightened his arm and continued, “Do you believe it?” ” 

 

“Believe what?”Fang yinyue asked. 

 

“”Half an hour. As long as it’s half an hour, my mother will definitely come back,”Li Sanzhu said. ” 

 

Li Sanzhu knew Old Lady Li too well. 

 

Old Lady Li wished she could cut off a layer of oil from his body to subsidize Li Erzhu. How could she 

easily sever ties with their family. 

 

It was impossible! 

 

“Fang yinyue looked in the direction where Old Lady Li had disappeared. “I don’t think so. This time, she 

seems to be really angry.” ” 


